2013 Graduating Senior Survey Comments by Response to
"If you had it to do all over again, would you choose UWM? Why or why not?"
School/College

College of Engineering and Applied Science

Choose UWM again? Why or why not?
Close to Family.
Definitely
Met my wife at UWM.
Enjoy the learning experience at UWM
Good atmosphere, teachers, and students
Great atmosphere, and professors
I like the campus
UWM. I also had a fair share of quality professors as well.
love the Milwaukee area and I think that the school provided everything a student or faculty member
I wanted to experience a city type lifestyle and I believe the programs at Milwaukee have a lot to offer.
Life was learned here.
Love the school, love the city. Go Panthers!
engineering program.
Many dedicated professors who are not just experts in their fields, but good instructors, as well.
Supportive staff / knowledgeable faculty / environment conducive to learning
The research opportunities for engineering undergraduates is amazing.
The school is economically friendly and offers a degree program that is competitive.
The value of the programs were worth it, regarding affordability.
Urban campus with many working professors
UWM has one of the best engineering programs in the state.
UWM offered support to tailor my education to be exactly what i wanted.
graduating.
UWM was the best choice for me given its location, offered programs, and tuition cost.
classes because at UWM, the computer engineering major felt like more like a computer science major
Probably
mixed with an electrical engineering minor than a separate major by itself.
classes offered that IE's would need. Many of the core engineering classes I was required to take were
Although I suffered a bit, but I felt comfortable!
Because I was giving a scholarship to compete in track and field.
Class sizes are good and Professors are easy to get meet with
close to home
experience teaching, not more experience in knowledge), but the price is what I wanted to pay, so that
For me it was in the area and the price wasnt too much
good engineering program
Good teachers in the civil engineering staff
Have enjoyed my time here and found the process pretty good.
select individuals. Sharon, my advisor, was always willing to help accomodate my military schedule, and
Dr. Avdeev and Dr. El Hajaar really helped make learning a positive experience (Dr. Renken was pretty
good too). Outside of that, the resources were inadequate, most of the teaching assistants that taught a
I enjoyed the all of the faculty at UWM, along with the city life.
I generally liked the experience and I'm not sure any of the negatives would be different anywhere else.
I like the school here but i would prefer to go to better ranked school
I like the school's diversity and the people here. I've had a good go of it.
allows for a good commute. The reason I give it a 2 instead of a one is that the degree I'm getting is
i switched majors so i might gone somewhere else
I was satisfied with the program, but there were things that I wish were done differently.
when I started (Java instead of C++, OS class no longer teaches C, programming classes 3 credits
building at UW-Milwaukee is kind of depressing with no windows and all. I am glad the majority of my
I would probably choose UWM due to it being a highly regarded engineering school and in a city I love.
school I may have looked into other options but I am happy with UWM,
It is the most affordable option.
It provided a good education.
Its a good school, however the labs need a lot of attention.
It's affordable and close to home.
Milwaukee is awesome
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Probably
No reason
No reputable sports teams take away from school environment and national recognition
Price was right
were extremely well taught. Overall, the positive courses out numbered the negative ones. I do believe
the Mechanical program is in need of a restructure though.
The classes were reasonable and there is a lot to do in the Milwaukee area.
campus is close to home and easy to access.
connections. I feel like I made a difference on campus to many people.
However, classes (especially higher level engineering classes) were theory based, and did not prepare
to be moving away from being student centered as it appeared when I first arrived here. Classes are
becoming increasingly difficult to enroll in (as I noticed in the previous semester where I was kept from
graduating due to lack of available classes, which prompted the addition of the minor). It appears that
anything
The weather !
Probably no
did not like the department structure.
academia. There was little to no practical software engineering skills taught in the classes.
Since I was accepted to those schools, I would choose to go their if I had to do it again.
I would like to attend a university outside of my home town.
professors, like a mentor program. Better direction toward career choices. Need better professors
(Controls). Need a different chair for the ______ department, a guy that actually cares about the
It would have been much cheaper to go to an in state school.
student enrollment.
exceptions) or like their students. We need more actual professors and a lot less TAs.
students and the engineering program as a whole. Class times/ selections did not seem to be thought
professors, but mostly mediocre.
Not enough diversity of engineering classes.
Some instructors did not seem to care if students learned or not.
learning. I did not enjoy my interactions with the staff who was supposed to be responsible for my
my classes because of this.
UW-Platteville is cheaper
Would've taken a chance at going to school in California instead. Purely climate related reasons.
Definitely no
Because I hate Milwaukee and I want to be somewhere smaller, and with more normal people.
Compared to other universities, the civil engineering department at UWM is lacking
Good location.
I feel that I am ready for what awaits me in my new career.
I think UWM has an excellent Architecture Program.
to experience living on campus, not at home

